Whistling in the dark
by Lesley Kagen
After promising on her father's deathbed to protect her sister, Troo,
young Sally O'Malley finds she and her sister are on their own--with
their mother hospitalized, their stepfather descending into alcoholism,
and their big sister preoccupied with her boyfriend--at the same time
that a child molester and murderer is on the loose.

The breaker
by Nicholas Petrie
Interrupting a shooting in a crowded marketplace, Peter Ash is
approached by an old associate who offers him a clean record in
exchange for help tracking down the gunman and the intended victim.
By the award-winning author of The Drifter.

The coincidence of coconut cake
by Amy E. Reichert
On the day Chef Lou Johnson catches her fiancé in a compromising
position with an intern, British food critic Al pays a visit to her
Milwaukee restaurant and writes a scathing review, which runs on the
day the two meet at a local pub.

Death stalks Door County : a Dave Cubiak Door
County mystery
by Patricia Skalka
When a series of suspicious deaths disturbs the summer holiday
mood on Wisconsin's Door County peninsula, park ranger Dave
Cubiak, a former Chicago homicide detective, reluctantly investigates
and uncovers a web of betrayal and bitter rivalries.
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Set in Wisconsin

Homeland elegies : a novel

Old world murder : a Chloe Ellefson mystery

by Ayad Akhtar

by Kathleen Ernst

A deeply personal work about identity and belonging in a nation
coming apart at the seams, Homeland Elegies blends fact and fiction
to tell an epic story of longing and dispossession in the world that 9/11
made. Part family drama, part social essay, part picaresque novel, at
its heart it is the story of a father, a son, and the country they both call
home.

Tamarack River ghost : a novel
by Jerold W. Apps
When journalist Josh Wittmore moves from the Illinois bureau of Farm
Country News to the newspaper's national office in Wisconsin, he
encounters the biggest story of his young career--just as the paper's
finances may lead to its closure.

Uncommon grounds
by Sandra Balzo
Ex-publicist Maggy Thorsen's finances are threatened when
someone murders one of her partners in a gourmet coffee shop on
opening day. Local politics confuse matters because of a re-count in
a closely contested election that the victim apparently lost: at stake is
new development and money, money, money! Maggy keeps
sleuthing on, despite a recent divorce downsizing, comfy dog, mucho espresso, and
attractive, glinty-eyed detective.

Little faith : a novel
by Nickolas Butler
In this moving new novel from celebrated author Nickolas Butler, a
Wisconsin family grapples with the power and limitations of faith when
one of their own falls under the influence of a radical church.

Paris by the book : a novel
by Liam Callanan
When her eccentric novelist husband disappears, leaving behind only
a hidden pair of plane tickets to Paris, Leah relocates to France and
takes ownership of a small bookstore, where clues she discovers in an
unfinished manuscript lead to consequential truths for her daughters.

Chloe Ellefson is starting fresh as curator of Old World Wisconsin, a
museum showcasing 1800s settlement life. But misfortune befalls
Chloe on her first day when a woman begs her to find a priceless 18thcentury Norwegian ale bowl donated years ago. Minutes later, the
woman dies in a mysterious car crash. Chloe discovers that someone
is trying to erase all traces of the bowl's existence—by any means. Can Chloe solve a
decades-old puzzle, catch a covetous killer and stay alive in this deadly heirloom
hunt?

Send for me
by Lauren Fox
From the author of the highly praised Days of Awe: a sweeping,
achingly beautiful new novel that moves between Germany on the eve
of World War II and present day Wisconsin, unspooling a story of love,
longing, and the ceaseless push and pull of motherhood.

Bad moon rising
by John Galligan
A record heat wave suffocates remote rural Wisconsin as the local
sheriff tracks down a killer hidden in the depths of the community in
this atmospheric, race-to-the-finish mystery.

The excellent Lombards
by Jane Hamilton
Desiring nothing more than to tend her family's apple orchard and
enjoy time with her loved ones, young Frankie finds her peace
threatened by threats of urbanization, disinheritance and college and
must choose between clinging to the past and letting go.

Wolf Hollow
by Victoria Houston
When the wealthy McDonough family is murdered just as drilling for
nickel and copper on their property is about to start, police chief Lew
Ferris discovers that the family was filing a lawsuit to prevent the
drilling, setting in motion a deadly chain of events.

